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he image of the buffalo is alive in art and dance at the
Buffalo Thunder Resort & Casino, 15 minutes north
of Santa Fe, N.M. Dusty pale earth and low vegetation
stretch out endlessly on either side of the road leading to the resort. In the distance, the Sangre de Cristo
Mountains hover like protective sentinels. At the foot
of the mountains the Buffalo Thunder Resort & Casino, a sprawling,
low-rise adobe complex sits on a wide-open expanse of Pojoaque
land and melds seamlessly with its surroundings. The brand-new
resort looks as timeless as an ancient Anasazi pueblo.
Pulling up to the front door, I am met by a breathtaking figure. He
is at least 12 feet high and wears a headdress of buffalo horns. In his
left hand, raised high in the air, he holds a bow and arrow. I am told
that the huge bronze sculpture is titled Buffalo Dancer and is one of
three at the resort by renowned artist and Pojoaque Pueblo Governor
George Rivera (Pojoaque).
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FACING PAGE: The luxurious 390-room Hilton hotel features Þve restaurants, including Red Sage Restaurant helmed by James Beard award-winning chef Mark Miller, a lush,
16,000-square-foot spa, indoor and outdoor pools, championship golf, tennis courts, an 8,000-square-foot childrenÕs recreation area, and a 66,000-square-foot conference center.
ABOVE: At least 12 feet high, the monumental Buffalo Dancer wearing a headdress of buffalo horns greets visitors at the front entrance. The renowned artist and Pojoaque Pueblo
Governor George Rivera is seen here with the sculpture he created.
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TOP LEFT: Each of the Hilton Hotel guestrooms at the Buffalo
Thunder Resort & Casino is decorated with hand-carved wood
pieces and artwork that capture the cultural and artistic nature
of Pueblo artists.
TOP CENTER: Buffalo Thunder Resort showcases a vast array
of artwork from every one of the 22 tribes in New Mexico,
including (to the right) Dancer Descending by Rose Bean
Simpson and Anasazi Buffalo Pot by Joseph Cerno, Jr.
TOP RIGHT: The Red Sage Private Dining Room is used for
special occasions and boasts the food creations of renowned
chef Mark Miller.
ABOVE: Rose Bean SimpsonÕs (Pueblo of Santa Clara) original
drawing of Dancer Descending was used to create this 19-foot
stained glass mural of a Pueblo dancer in similar positions to
the Þgure in Marcel DuchampÕs Nude Descending a Staircase,
No. 2. The Butterßy dance is performed annually in many of
the surrounding pueblos to give thanks to the butterßy for its
beauty and for pollinating crops.
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discover the other two monumental
sculptures by Rivera, Butterfly Dancer
and Deer Dancer, in the resort’s retail
promenade. Like Buffalo Dancer,
they depict pueblo people performing ceremonial dances. The butterfly
dancer is a pueblo woman bending forward
mid-dance. On her back hangs a long line of
feathers. The Deer Dancer wears a deer’s antlers
on his head, and the two sticks in his hands
represent the deer’s front legs.
Rivera meets me in the lobby. He informs
me that the series of dancer sculptures are based
on ceremonial dances performed annually in
many of the surrounding pueblos. The dances
give thanks for the food and the sacrifice of the
hunt, and thank the butterfly for pollinating
the crops. Timeless and arresting, the sculptures remind me that these dances have been
performed for generations.
Throughout the resort, shapes and designs
are inspired by the ancient pueblos. The soft,
rounded corners of the exterior walls, wooden
beams, and stacked stone columns are similar
to those I had seen in Acoma Pueblo and in
Chaco Canyon, a World Heritage Site. When I
comment on the resort’s traditional-style architecture, Rivera explains, “The tribes built with
wood, stone, and mud. We tried to emulate
those materials and also make a contemporary
statement.”
I ask about the origin of the name Buffalo
Thunder. Rivera says it was chosen because,
“We wanted a name that would say something powerful about this place.” Later Daniel
Moya (Pojoaque), a member of the resort’s
design team, let me know that “the buffalo
is a metaphor for not only Buffalo Thunder
Resort but also the Pueblo of Pojoaque as a
whole. We almost ceased to exist, but now we
are thriving.”
The Pueblo of Pojoaque dates back to
1150 A.D., and was reestablished under the
Indian Reorganization Act of 1934. Today
there are almost 400 enrolled members
living on tribal land, and the new resort,

along with tribal enterprises such as a new
Wellness Center, the Poeh Cultural Center, a
supermarket, and a hardware store, comprise
a flourishing community.
It is important to Rivera that Buffalo Thunder Resort impart a strong sense of culture and
history to visitors, and that is why he collected
and commissioned more than 200 pieces of
original pueblo sculpture, pottery, basketry,
and paintings. There is a striking mix of traditional and contemporary, from the delicately
etched pots of Jody Naranjo (Santa Clara) in
the lobby display case to a pop culture sculpture of a punk rocker by Rose Bean Simpson
(Santa Clara).
“The governor put together what we called
a ‘theme team’ made up of Pojoaque graphic
artists, photographers, and architects,” explains Moya, adding, “We made decisions
about what the resort was going to smell, look,
and feel like.”
One of Moya’s tasks was to develop the resort’s signature scent used in spa products and
guest room amenities. “It’s the smell of the land
just before and after it rains, and the fresh scent
of the river in the morning. It’s a fragrance that
gives a feel for this area.” Later, sniffing a sample
of the body lotion in the spa, I had to agree. It
was earthy and woodsy with hints of pine, sage,
and citrus.
My guest room, one of 390 managed by Hilton Hotels, is decorated in warm earth tones.
On the wall hangs a striking print by Mateo
Romero (Cochiti), a world-renowned artist
who had the prestigious honor of designing
the poster for the 2008 Santa Fe Indian Market.
Called People of the Stone Lion Village, the painting is of a Hopi man in a white breechcloth.
On either side of him stand two Hopi women
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The Tony Abeyta (Dine)
oil on canvas painting,
Untitled, is located in the
Red Sage RestaurantÕs main
dining room. Abeyta was
commissioned to create
this signature image for
the National Museum of
the American IndianÕs 2004
opening of the Mall Museum
in Washington, D.C.
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wearing dark black tunics or “mantas.” On the
women’s heads are wooden headdresses called
“kopatsoki” used in the Hopi Butterfly Dance.
The room’s chest of drawers has a carving of
a mythical water serpent that Moya tells me
is called “Avanyu.” The serpent symbolizes the
rain that “returns every spring to nourish and
revive our fields.” In addition, brightly colored
staff uniforms based on Native pueblo clothing, restaurant plates, and even the casino chips
were designed by pueblo artists.
I want to find out more about the resort’s
art. The concierge provides me with a guide
pamphlet called the Art & Heritage Walking
Tour, which describes each piece at the resort.
Two tall, thin, triangular Belgian black
marble sculptures called Grandfather and
Grandmother by Robert Dale Tsosie (Picuris/
Dine) start the walk. A little shorter than me,
they seem to be guiding people from the front
door to the check-in desk. A pot festooned with
playful three-dimensional figures and a tiny
set of dice called Gaming Clowns by Roxanne
TOP: On the expansive grounds of Buffalo Thunder Resort,
this lovely non-denominational wedding chapel mirrors the
pueblo-style architecture and ambience of the resort.
ABOVE: The resort features a vast array of amenities and
activities, including a sizable outdoor pool area which
includes a childrenÕs play area, private cabanas, and a grill
that serves seasonal beverages and snacks.
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Swentzell (Santa Clara) sits in a case near the
Red Sage Restaurant, where I stopped for a
delicious salad of braised mushrooms.
Swentzell’s pottery and clay sculptures
are world renowned, and I learn from the
concierge that she has a gallery just down the
road at the Poeh Cultural Center – something
I have to see.
I discover another piece by Rose Bean Simpson, who the concierge tells me is Swentzell’s
daughter. In the resort lobby stands a 20-foothigh stained glass piece called Dancer Descending a Staircase. Done in white, blue, and yellow
abstract shapes, Simpson’s glass picture represents a pueblo dancer in similar positions to the
figure in Marcel Duchamp’s Nude Descending a
Staircase, No. 2.
The resort’s wonderful collection is not for
sale. However, the work of acclaimed artists
is available in the first and only Southwestern
Association for Indian Arts (SWAIA) Indian
Market Gallery. Located in the retail promenade, the gallery exhibits and sells only Santa
Fe Indian Market artists’ work.
The resort is a major sponsor of the Santa
Fe Indian Market. “We are proud to put their
name beside ours. The dollars they give us will
go right back to support Native artists,” says
Bruce Bernstein, the market’s executive director, who met me by the pool one afternoon.
The market draws up to 100,000 attendees
and features more than 1,000 Native artists.
The two-day market, one of New Mexico’s biggest events, is held every August in the main
plaza and surrounding streets of downtown
The resortÕs beautiful heated indoor pool is part of the Native-themed WoÕPÕin Spa, which offers luxury spa escapes and signature treatments. TOP MIDDLE: Look Both Ways (L) by
George Rivera (Pueblo of Pojoaque) 84Ó x 60.Ó One Horned Buffalo (R) by Mateo Romero (Pueblo of Cochiti) 60Ó x 40.Ó Located in the Bus Lobby, a secondary entrance to the resort,
several pieces of artwork have been placed including paintings, sculptures, and pottery. ABOVE: Anasazi Buffalo Pot by Joseph Cerno, Jr. (Pueblo of Acoma) 18.5Ó x 20.Ó Located in
the hotel lobby, the Pottery Wall displays artwork from every one of the 22 pueblos or tribes in New Mexico. FACING PAGE: Foreground:Butterßy Dancer by George Rivera (Pueblo
of Pojoaque) bronze, seven feet tall. Background: Deer Dancer by George Rivera (Pueblo of Pojoaque) bronze, nine feet tall.Located in the resortÕs retail promenade, these statues are
depictions of pueblo people performing ceremonial dances. Butterßy Dancer depicts a pueblo woman bending forward mid-dance. On her back hangs a long line of feathers. Deer Dancer
wears a deerÕs antlers on his head and the two sticks in his hands represent a deerÕs front legs. The dance is done annually in pueblos to honor the deer for its sacriÞce in the hunt
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Canyon Road gallery district, Santa Fe: More than 100 art galleries, many which feature
Native American artists. www.canyonroadarts.com
Museum of Indian Arts & Culture, Santa Fe: The stories of the people of the
Southwest from pre-history to contemporary times are told through their art.
www.indianartsandculture.org
Poeh Cultural Center, Pojoaque Pueblo: A gallery, museum, and arts-training center.
www.poehcenter.com
Santa Fe Galleries Association: 91 galleries, many of which feature Native art, including
Legends, with Jody Naranjo (Santa Clara), Kevin Red Star (Crow), Ed Archie NoiseCat
(Shuswap/Stlitlimx); and Blue Rain Gallery with Tony Abeyta (Navajo), Tammy Garcia
(Santa Clara), and others. www.santafegalleries.net
Roxanne Swentzell Tower Gallery, Pojoaque Pueblo: Clay and bronze sculptures are
displayed in an authentic pueblo structure that is part of the Poeh Cultural Center.
www.roxanneswentzell.net
........................................
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Pueblo Cultural Center: Traces the origins, spoken traditions, art, craftsmanship and cultural development of New Mexico’s 19 pueblos. There is also a theater for film and dance
performances, contemporary art exhibits, and a gift shop with jewelry, pottery, and rugs.
The cafe specializes in Native dishes such as pueblo pie−a delicate little turnover stuffed
with sweet fruit filling. www.indianpueblo.org
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Chaco Culture National Historical Park: Dating back to A.D. 900, this World Heritage
Site is an awesome complex of multistory stone villages of the Chaco Anasazi featuring a
multitude of great houses and kivas. www.nps.gov/chcu
Bandelier National Monument: People have lived here for more than 10,000 years. They
built homes carved from the volcanic tuff and planted crops in mesa-top fields. Pueblo
petroglyphs can be viewed from many of the park trails. www.nps.gov/band
........................................
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Between Albuquerque, Santa Fe, and Taos, there are 19 Indian pueblos or villages.
Throughout the year there are feast days, dances (including buffalo and deer dances), and
other public events to which visitors are always welcome. The dances are not only social,
but religious events to be observed with respect.
For a full listing of events, go to www.santaana.org
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Santa Fe. A complementary shuttle takes guests
the 12 miles into town and makes attendance at
the market a must for August visitors.
I am able to scoot over to the pueblo’s Poeh
Cultural Center. Teachers at the adobe complex are responsible for training some of the
region’s top artists. The museum is small but
impressive. “Poeh” means pathway in the Tewa
language spoken at Pojoaque Pueblo: referring

to the pathway that leads from the past to the
present and into the future. Fittingly, a diorama
at the museum chronicles the pueblo’s history
with clay pueblo people fashioned by Roxanne
Swentzell. The faces of the little figures are
wide-eyed and full of life. I can almost feel their
happiness and fears.
Heading back to the resort, I recall what I
read in the Poeh Center museum: “We remem-

ber our past as we go forward in this world of
haste, distractions, and individualism.” The artists whose work is displayed at Buffalo Thunder
do the same: they honor the past, celebrate the
present, and point to a hopeful future. X
Maureen Littlejohn is currently working on a masterÕs thesis
about Native American tourism. She is a regular contributor to
American Indian magazine.

Other artists whose work is on
display include Kathleen Wall
(Jemez), Tony Abeyta (Navajo),
Joseph M. Cerno (Acoma), Eric
Fender (San Ildefonso), Jason Garcia
(Santa Clara), Julian Martinez (San
Ildefonso), Ernest Mirabal (Nambe),
Robert Montoya (Sandia), and
Wesley Vigil (Tesuque).
Gaming Clowns by Roxanne Swentzell (Pueblo of Santa
Clara) earthenware-oxide and paint for Þnish, 19Ó x 19.Ó
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